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RECORDING January 202324

REVIEW BY BILL STUNT

The relentless, or should that be restless, 
PreSonus development march continues 
apace with the release of version 6 of 

their flagship DAW—Studio One. True to 
PreSonus tradition, most of the new tools, 
workflow enhancements and interface tweaks 
are in response to user requests. With a 
focus on workflow-enhancing customization, 
PreSonus is calling version 6 the “most 
personal upgrade yet.”

Put a Pin in That
Diving straight in, the crisply refreshed Start Page 

features some great new organization tools. Right-
clicking on a document in the Recent Files list reveals 
a snapshot of the song, show or project showing 
time, track count, tempo, key and more. “Pinned“ 
documents can be grouped, bringing these essential 
or favorite items to the top of the menu. Songs, Projects 
and Shows can be sorted into custom folders without 
resorting to an external file view making for effortless 
and logical organization. 

I open dozens of Studio One documents on a typical 
day. These new organization options represent a signif-
icant timesaver. 

Who Is That?
You can now create and recall multiple unique artist profiles for your 

clients and collaborators on the Start Page. Profile information—name, 
genre, website address, etc.—gets embedded as ID3 tags in any of 
that artist’s exported content.

Get to Work
When you’re ready 

to work on something 
fresh, the new Smart 
Templates get you up 
and running in a jiffy 
by loading an appro-
priate workspace for 
the selected task. There 
are Smart Templates 
for recording sessions, 
beat creation, mixing, mastering, live performances, podcasts and 
more. There is a drop zone where you can drag files you want to 
preload. I have been using this feature for collaborative projects, trad-
ing stems back and forth. The chosen project opens with tracks laid 
out and a mixer preloaded with inserts and sends routed and, when 
appropriate, a set of native plugins. 

As I Recall
The new Track Preset function lets you store and recall comprehen-

sive track and channel settings like input assignment, volume, pan, 
inserts, and bus and send assignments. These presets can also apply 
to a group of channels. I started using this function immediately and, 
within a few days, had a set of handy presets for complicated vocal 
and instrument chains and complete multi-channel drum setups. I re-
cently created a preset with four preconfigured and calibrated busses 
for a Michael Bauer-like mix workflow.

Within the revamped Studio One browser, you can create custom 
folders to organize plugin and instrument presets. Presets can be mar-
ked as favorites that, once marked, are mirrored automatically inside 
a new Favorites folder that resides at the top of the respective list. I‘m 
happily repurposing the time I no longer spend scrolling through my 
lengthy plugin list.

REVIEW

PreSonus  
Studio One 
Version 6
This latest update gets “personal”
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track. You can export video in QuickTime, MPEG-4 and M4V 
formats using a wide variety of codecs, including H.264 and 
Apple ProRes. Content creators are going to love this feature.

New Toys
It wouldn‘t be a Studio One update without some new and up-

dated plugins. In the new column, PreSonus has elected to fill a 
glaring gap by introducing De-Esser, a sibilance and harshness 
attenuator. It has a frequency selector with Listen and Solo func-
tions, and sensitive metering to help hone in on the offending 
audio. There are controls for the amount of reduction, shape and 
range of the attenuation. It‘s simple but very effective.

The new vocoder features a striking virtual patch matrix for 
the bandpass filters that looks like it would have been at home 
in Kraftwerk‘s equipment rack circa 1978. It sounds like it too!

In the updated column, one of my all-time favorite Studio 
One tools, ProEQ, now features a solo function for each 
band—helpful for sussing out resonances and finding effective 
frequency ranges to sweeten. It also now features a dynamics 
mode that can be switched in on a band-by-band basis. I’ve 
been using this effectively in side-chain mode to get mix elements to 
inhabit shared territory in the sound spectrum. 

Fix It in the Mix
The Studio One mi-

xer takes a significant 
step forward, adding 
a handful of great new 
features, including Fa-
der Flip. As is common 
on digital consoles, 
you can now control 
FX, bus, side chain, 
and cue mix sends with 
the Studio One main 
faders. Just right-click 
on the desired send 
and select “Flip.“ You can also hide any channels not assigned 
to the desired send. This is super handy for controlling cue 
mixes. And while we‘re on the topic of sends, you can now 
route an FX channel‘s output to another, allowing you to create 
elaborate FX chains opening up a host of creative mix options.

New to the Studio One mixer are three stereo channel pan-
ning modes: balanced, dual and binaural. You select the mode 
by clicking on the panner, which opens the popup editor and a 
large pan control. There are dedicated controls for each mode. 

Slim It Down
Not all of the impressive Studio 

One functionality needs to be used 
for every type of project. A new 
Customization Editor allows you 
to slim down the interface to dis-
play only the tools and functions 
you need for the task at hand. It’s 
amazing how a custom-focused, 
task-specific interface positively 
affects your workflow. 

New Track Types
Studio One now features Lyrics and Global Video tracks. The 

Lyrics track displays and scrolls lyrics along the timeline while re-
cording and mixing. You can alternately display them in a sepa-
rate lyrics window where they scroll in a follow the highlighted 
word style. You can import lyrics or type them directly into the ded-
icated window/editor. Lyrics can be added to the Score view—
handy when printing parts for session musicians or exporting to 
a Studio One Show for a rehearsal or live performance. You can 
navigate along the timeline by clicking on the lyric, which is a 
super slick workflow enhancement during vocal sessions.

The renowned Studio One drag-and-drop functionality has been 
extended to import video directly from the browser to the Global 
Video track. This augments the popup video player of previous ver-
sions. Video now scrolls on the new track following the timeline.

The Video track also has some basic video editing functio-
nality, and you can also create a separate track for the audio 
that you can process and route as you would any other audio 

PreSonus Studio One Version 6
REVIEW
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One of my long-time feature requests 
has been answered—you are now able 
to lock the send panner to the channel 
panner. This makes mixing into a bus 
much more effective and opens up more 
creative opportunities for FX sends.

The new Channel Overview is another 
workflow upgrade. It provides a beautifully 
organized view of all the selected channel‘s 
parameters, including input, inserts, sends 
and cue mix settings. It also supports an 
interactive mini view of native and third-par-
ty plugin controls. In many cases, there‘s 
enough displayed functionality to make 
opening the plugin‘s interface unnecessary. 
When pinned, the overview follows channel 
selection. Innovative workflow in action!

Sphere of Influence
Studio One 6 has been more deeply 

integrated into the members-only PreSonus 
Sphere platform. Sphere hosts a collabora-
tive file-sharing portal. Members can create 
Workspaces and invite collaborators (they 
don‘t have to be Sphere members) to down-

load and upload files. You can upload ent-
ire songs to Sphere now and do it directly 
from the session itself or the Start page. 
Only files that have been altered will trans-
fer, keeping file clutter and transfer times to 
a minimum as the collaboration goes back 
and forth. I manage several Workspaces 
and am already reaping the rewards of the 
ease and efficiency of the new integration. 
Thank you, thank you, thank you.

Along with access to file sharing, Sphere  
membership includes a boatload of ad-
ded content (tutorials, plugins, loops and 
construction kits) and, most importantly, 
Studio One Professional activation. Some 
of the new features discussed here are 
exclusive to the Professional version. 
Sphere membership is $14.99 per month 
or $164.99 a year, and is an appealing 
gateway to everything new and shiny in 
the Studio One universe.

Personally Speaking
This new update speaks directly to 

me and how I work. Every new feature 
mentioned in this review has already 
worked its way into my day-to-day re-
cording and mixing routines. The result 
is a more enjoyable, less fatiguing and 
most importantly, more creative work ex-
perience. 

If you‘re already a Studio One user, 
you shouldn‘t think twice about upgra-
ding. If you‘re a potential new user, in-
vest in a one-month Sphere subscription 
and give it a try. It might be the best 
$14.99 you have ever spent.

Bill Stunt (stunt@recordingmag.com) is  
a recording engineer, producer and 
recording musician living in Ottawa. 
Look him up in the PreSonus Sphere and 
get collaborating!

Price: $399.99 Studio One Professional; $99.99 Studio One Artist; $299.99 
crossgrade from any DAW; Upgrades and PreSonus Sphere subscriptions available
More From: presonus.com
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